CT Junior High Performance Player Program (USTACT-JHPPP) FAQS
What does USTA CT-JHPPP stand for?
United States Tennis Association Connecticut – Junior High Performance Player Program.
What is the Mission of the USTA CT-JHPPP?
The mission of the CT Junior High Performance Player Program (USTACT-JHPPP) is to identify, nurture, develop
and inspire junior players that reside in Connecticut and have been designated 'potentially elite in performance'
by a Committee appointed by the USTA CT Board to so act and review. Our goal is to help each player reach
their maximum playing potential by shepherding them to resources. Through an accountability system we will
make sure the chosen player utilizes the resources that we provide and integrates them into their current
tennis plan. Areas subject to review include an insistence on a comprehensive coaching philosophy that
includes a clearly defined training structure and competitive pathway.
What is the CTSP pilot?
The Court Time Scholarship Program pilot is a test to off-set some of the indoor tennis costs for top ranked
players in USTA New England.
Who is eligible for this program?
Any junior player ranked in the top 25 in their age group.
How do I know if I have been accepted into the program?
You should have or will receive an email with acceptance into the program.
Can I book the court time in advance?
You go by the current policies and booking procedures for the USTA Organizational Member clubs. (i.e. some
clubs have a 3-day advance booking which means you cannot book court time more than 3 days prior)
Does this cover the cost of tennis lesson, clinics or program?
No, only court time.
What % of the court time is reimbursed to me?
50%.
How many times maximum can I play and get reimbursed as part of the Pilot Program?
4. Although our goal is for each player to play as equally as possible, our funds are limited. We reserve the
right to cut off the program once our allotted budget for the pilot is reached. Email CTJHPPP@gmail.com if you
require special consideration.

For more information or questions, please email Angelo A. Rossetti at CTJHPPP@GMAIL.COM

How many times can I play per week and get reimbursed?
Once.
What information do I need to supply to receive reimbursement?
Your receipt, including in the email or on the receipt all of the players full names and the club name.
If I play with a friend who is not part of this program do I still receive 50% off of the entire court fee?
No. You receive 50% off of your portion of the court fees.
How do I know what other junior players have been accepted into the program so I can arrange to play with
them?
Either check the USTA NE rankings list or email CTJHPPP@GMAIL.COM.
Can I receive more than 50% off the court fees?
Only if you are on a list of players in financial need. Email Angelo at CTJHPPP@GMAIL.COM with questions.
Does the USTA CT JHPPP have a website?
Yes. http://www.ustaconnecticut.com/usta_ct_jhppp/
Can I provide feedback for the program?
Yes! This is a pilot so we would like as much feedback as possible to make it better for everyone involved.
How quickly can I expect my reimbursement check?
Checks are sent from either USTA NE or USTA CT on a quarterly basis.
How do I contact the USTA CT JHPPP?
Email is the best way at CTJHPPP@GMAIL.COM. Keep in mind that those who are running this program are
volunteers so please be courteous in regards to questions, complaints and response times.
Can I recommend other juniors who should be considered for this program or others?
Yes! We want to grow the game. Any juniors who may be interested or eligible for the program should
complete the following form: http://assets.usta.com/assets/531/15/player_questionnaire.doc and email it
to CTJHPPP@GMAIL.COM.
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